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sharing among hundreds or even thousands of scientists, petabyte distributed storage
facilities, parameter studies, and teraflops of compute power.
All of these applications have in common a complex infrastructure that is difficult to
manage. Researchers therefore have been developing services, and portals utilizing
these services to facilitate these complex environments, and to hide much of the
complexity of the underlying infrastructure. The Globus project provides a small set of
useful services, including authentication, remote access to resources, and information
services to discover and query such remote resource. Unfortunately, these services may
not be compatible with the commodity technologies used for application development
by the software engineers and scientists.
To overcome these difficulties, the Commodity Grid project is creating what we call
Commodity Grid Toolkits (CoG Kits) that define mappings and interfaces between
Grid services and particular commodity frameworks. Technologies and frameworks of
interest include Java, Python, CORBA, perl, .NET, JXTA.
In this paper we concentrate on the features of the Java CoG Kit. It provides convenient
access to Grid functionality through pure Java client-side classes and components. We
are also developing pure Java server side components. Although the Java CoG Kit can
be classified as middleware for integrating advanced Grid services, it can also be
classified, both as a system providing unique advanced services currently not available
in Globus and as a framework for designing computing portals.
Grids

The term “Grid” emerged in the past decade and denotes an integrated distributed
computing infrastructure for advanced science and engineering applications. The Grid
concept is based on coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic
multi- institutional virtual organizations [28]. Besides access to a diverse set of remote
resources among different organizations, Grid computing is required to facilitate highly
flexible sharing relationships among them, ranging from client-server to peer-to-peer
computing. An example of a typical Grid client-server relationship is a supercomputer
center to which a client submits jobs to the supercomputer batch queue. An example for
peer-to-peer computing is the collaborative online steering of high-end applications as
demonstrated by the use of advanced instruments [59][9].
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Grids must support different levels of control, ranging from fine-grained access control
to delegation, single user to multi- user, and different quality of service mechanisms
such as scheduling, coallocation, and accounting. These requirements are not
sufficiently addressed by current commodity technologies. Although sharing of
information and communication between resources is allowed, it is not easy to
coordinate use of resources at multiple sites for computation. To date, the Grid
community has developed protocols some, services and tools that address issues arising
from sharing resources in peer communities. The community is also addressing security
solutions that support management of credentials and policies when computations span
multiple institutions, secure remote access to compute and data resources, and
information query protocols that provide services for obtaining the configuration and
status information of the resources.

Application

Browser

Objects

Collective

Fabric

Jini, RMI, JaCORB

Runtime.exec

Java CoG Kit

Connectivity

Java Framework

Resource

Application

JMS, JSSE, JXTA

Fabric

Figure 1: The figure on the left depicts the current view of the Grid architecture. The
figure on the right depicts how a subset of Java technologies fits within this
architecture. Naturally, this is just a small subset; many more Java technologies exist
addressing Grid-related issues, as explained in the text.
Because of the diversity of the Grid, however it is difficult to develop an allencompassing Grid architecture. Recently, a Grid architecture representation has been
proposed [59] that comprises five layers:
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•
•
•
•
•

fabric layer, which interfaces to local control, including physical and logical
resources such as files or even a distributed file system;
connectivity layer, which defines core communication and authentication
protocols supporting Grid-specific network transactions;
resource layer, which allows the sharing of a single resource while using a
collective layer which allows resources to be viewed as collections; and
application layer, which uses the appropriate components of each layer to
support the application.

Each of these layers may contain protocols, APIs, and Software Development Kits
(SDKs) to support the development of Grid applications. This layered Grid architecture
is shown in the left part of Figure 1.

Why Java for Grids?

Java has most recently received considerable attention by the Grid community in the
area of application integration and portal development. For example, the EU DataGrid
effort recently defined Java, in addition to C, as one of their target implementation
languages [4]. Several factors make Java a good choice for Grid computing: Java is a
modern, object-oriented programming language that makes software engineering of
large-scale distributed systems much easier. Thus, it is well suited as a basis for an
interoperability framework. Java also has the advantage of platform independence
because of its intermediate bytecode representation. This feature allows any pure Java
application to run without recompilation on any system that supports a Java 2 Virtual
Machine (JVM).
Since platform independence is important when delivering
applications in heterogeneous environments such as Grids, Java has a big advantage for
Grid developers and users. Moreover, the support of Java virtual machines on many
client-based systems makes Java an ideal starting point for developing many client side
applications. The Java environment includes core libraries that implement common
Internet protocols and functionality. Among them are rich and easy-to-use networking
libraries that are of particular use in the Grid environment. Java is type safe, has array
bounds checking, and sandboxing of running applications. Java also allows for explicit
security, providing security APIs that allow for authentication, data integrity, and
confidentiality. Furthermore, Java has a number of technologies that are advantageous
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for Grid developers. Some of these technologies, which could be layered either above
or below Globus, are JAAS [48], JINI [26], JXTA [32], JNDI [51], JSP [35], EJBs [37],
and CORBA/IIOP [54] interoperability. For example, the Java Authentication and
Authorization Service (JAAS) enables fine- grained and extensible access control, based
on who signed a particular code and/or who runs this code. A small subset of Java
technologies is mapped in Figure 1 in the corresponding Grid layers. We see that Java
provides supporting technologies on many levels within this Grid architecture. Of big
advantage are those technologies that are accessed to write user interface applications,
object technologies enabling remote object frameworks such as CORBA [57], RMI,
and Jini. JIT (just-in-time) technology also has helped dispel the myths about Java’s
performance being poor when compared with compiled languages such as C or Fortran.
With JIT technology, Java bytecode is compiled into native code just before execution,
resulting in a significant performance gain coming close to speeds of classical
compilers. Furthermore, IBM’s research JVM [38] has demonstrated that Java can
outperform C and FORTRAN compilers even for numerical calculations. Additional
reasons for choosing Java for Grid computing can be found in [47] [31].
Web Technologies for Grids

Web technologies are playing an enormous role in developing future Grid applications
and Java is quite well situated as a development framework for Web applications.
Accessing technologies such as XML [36], XML schema [18], SOAP [25], and WSDL
[22] will become increasingly important, not just for the Web but also for the Grid
community. Specifically, by leverage existing technologies as part of ongoing Grid
activities as well as simplifying interaction between Grid and Web services. We are
currently investigating these and other technologies for Grid computing as part of the
commodity Grid projects to create CoGs Kits based on Python, CORBA, Java, and Java
Server Pages.
The Java CoG Kit provides a good technology integration framework (see Figure 2)
for enabling request driven semantic Grids [53], which combine features of each
technology. Java is used to implement many of the Standards proposed by W3C and
OMG. Standards promoted through the Global Grid Forum (GGF) are implemented as
part of the Java CoG Kit. As a result we will be able to use the Java CoG Kit for
interfacing and reusing technologies from the semantic Web and model driven
Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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architectures. Some of the promises of a federation of these technologies as part of a
request driven semantic Grid include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide scalability on various levels including the infrastructure and user base
Use natural language for interacting with the Grid
Federate namespaces between ontologies
Deliver performance
Provide a request driven behaviour
React to dynamic behaviour
Support of commercial platforms

Semantic Web
(W3C)
Model Driven Architecture
(OMG)
Java Framework
Java CoG Kit
Grid Fabric and Services
(GGF)

Figure 2: The Java framework is used to build the necessary technology bridge
between model driven architectures and the semantic Web. The Java CoG Kit provides
the bridge to Grid technologies.
2.

OVERVIEW OF THE JAVA COG KIT

Description and Goals

Java CoG Kit [46] [45] [47] is an implementation of Globus protocols and functionality
in Java. The components provided are not limited to those of the C Globus
implementation [6]. The Java CoG Kit is general enough to be used in the design of a
variety of advanced Grid applications with quite different user requirements. The
access to the Grid is established via Globus protocols allowing communication with the
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C Globus reference implementation. The goal of the Java CoG Kit is to provide Grid
developers with the advantage to utilize much of the Globus functionality, as well as,
access to the numerous additional libraries and frameworks developed by the Java
community allowing network, Internet, enterprise, and peer-to-peer computing. We are
currently extending our efforts to also include a pure Java resource management system
that enables Grid users to run Globus jobs on platforms on which a Java Virtual
Machine is supported. Naturally, this includes machines running Windows NT.
Elementary Grid Services and Features

Grid services that can be accessed through the client-side Java CoG Kit include
•
•
•
•
•
•

An information service compatible to the Globus MDS [43] implemented with
JNDI.
A security infrastructure compatible to the Globus GSI implemented with the iaik
security library [9].
A data transfer compatible with a subset of the Globus GridFTP and/or GSIFTP is
supported.
Resource management and job submission to the Globus GRAM Gatekeeper [23].
Quality of service compatible with Globus GARA [30].
A certificate store based on the myProxy server[49].

The Globus collocatio n client service DUROC is not supported, because of the planned
removal of the Nexus [29] [27] protocol from its dependency list. Thus, MPICH/G2
[39] jobs can be started from a CoG client, but the job must be executed on a Globus C
server.
New Services

Besides these elementary Grid services, several other features and services currently
not provided by the Globus Toolkit are included explicitly or implicitly within the Java
CoG Kit.
The Java Webstart [14] and signed applet technologies provide developers with
an advanced service to simplify code startup, code distribution, and code update. Java
Webstart allows the easy distribution of the code as part of downloadable jar files that
Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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are installed locally on a machine through a browser or an application interface. We
demonstrate the use of Webstart within the Java CoG Kit by providing sophisticated
Swing applications. One example is the LDAP browser we have developed, which is
available via Webstart or can be executed through signed applet technologies at the
same Web location [41].
Another well-known feature of Java is the ability to easily define graphical user
interfaces (GUIs) as part of Java applications and applets. The integration of this
feature within the frameworks adhered by vendors is advantageous for developing
cross-platform portable JavaBeans. Because of this standardization of the GUI APIs
within Java and the existing component model based on the JavaBeans framework,
many commercial vendors provide interface development environments (IDEs) [13].
Thus, while developing JavaBeans with graphical and non-graphical Grid components,
it is already possible to use commercial IDEs as Grid IDEs.
Since many Web browsers support the execution of Java applets and
applications (through Webstart with the proper authentication), the placement of Grid
services on the client and server side as part of a Web-based strategy is appropriate and
desirable. Moreover it can dramatically cut cost in installing and maintaining Grid
client software. Similar arguments can be made for other Grid services, as we are
currently exploring with a pure Java resource management service. Figure 3 depicts a
subset of these technologies that may be reused by the application teams.
Java,HTML Portals and Applications
TENT

NCSA
Alliance
Chemistry
Portal

Java
IDE
Apache
Web
Server

JiPang/
Netsolve/
Ninf

Structural
Biology
Portal

CCAT
Toolkit

Commodity
Java
Tools and
Services
Java Distributed Programming
Framework

High
Energy
Physics
Portal

CORBA
CoG
Toolkit

Global
Climate
PSE
Portal

HTML
CoG
Toolkit

Earth
Science
Grid

iButton
CoG
Toolkit

CERN
Data
Grid

JSP
CoG
Toolkit

…

…

Java CoG Kit

Globus
Toolkit

Java
GASS
Service

Java
GRAM
Service

Figure 3: The Java CoG Kit builds a solid foundation for developing Grid applications based on the
ability to combine Grid and Web technologies.
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Systems, Sites, and Users Served

The user community served by the Java CoG Kit is quite diverse. The Java CoG Kit
allows
• middleware developers to create new middleware components that depend on
the Java CoG Kit such as GPDK [8] and the Rutgers/ANL CORBA CoG Kit
[57];
• portal developers to create portals that expose transparently the Grid
functionality as part of a portal service such as the CoG Box [56]; and
• application developers to use of Grid services within the application portal
such as the ASC project [3].
A variety of existing projects have successfully used the Java CoG Kit to access Grids
driven by the C Globus software. The middleware characteristics make the Java CoG
Kit useful as a toolkit to develop Grid client- and server-side applications in pure Java.
The Java CoG Kit is particularly well suited for the development of advanced Grid
services and Portals. Projects using currently the Java CoG Kit for accessing Grid
functionality include the following:
•
•

•
•
•

CogBox [56] provides a simple GUI for much of the client-side functionality
such as file transfer and job submission.
CCAT [11] provides an implementation of a standard suggested by the Common
Component Architecture Forum, defining a minimal set of standard features that
a high-performance component framework has to provide, or can expect, in
order to be able to use components developed within different frameworks.
Grid Portal Development Kit (GPDK) [8] provides access to Grid services by
using Java Server Pages (JSP) and JavaBeans using Tomcat, a Web application
server.
JiPANG (Jini-based Portal AugmeNting Grids) [55] is a computing portal
system that provides uniform access layer to a large variety of Grid services
including other PSEs, libraries, and applications.
The NASA IPG LaunchPad [15] uses the Grid Portal Development Kit based on
the Java CoG Kit. The tool consists of easy-to-use windows for users to input
job information, such as the amount of memory and number of processors
needed.
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•

•
•
•

•

•

The NCSA Science Portal [19, 40] provides a “personal Web server” that the
user runs on a workstation. This server has been extended in several ways to
allow the user to access Grid resources from a Web browser or from desktop
applications.
The Astrophysics Simulation Code Portal (ASC Portal) [3] is to build a
computational collaboratory to bring the numerical treatme nt of the Einstein
theory of general relativity to astrophysics.
TENT [17] is a distributed simulation and integration system used for example
for airplane design in commercial settings.
ProActive [20] [21] is a Java library for Parallel, Distributed, and Concurrent
computing and programming. The library is based on a reduced set of rather
simple primitives and supports an active object model. It is based on the RMI
Java standard library. The CoG Kit provides access to the Grid.
DISCOVER [52] is developing a generic framework for interactive steering of
scientific applications and collaborative visualization of data sets generated by
such simulations. Access to the Grid will be enabled through the CORBA [57]
and Java Commodity Grid Kits.
The Java CORBA CoG Kit [50] [57] provides a simple Grid domain that can be
accessed from CORBA clients. The domain is provided as pure Java prototype.
Future implementations in C++ are possible.

A regularly updated list of such projects can be found at [42]. We encourage the
community to notify us of additional projects using the Java CoG Kit, so we can
continue to update the Web page.
3.

ARCHITECTURE

The Java CoG Kit integrates Java and Grid components and services within one toolkit,
as a bag of services and components. In general, each developer chooses the
components, services, and classes that ultimately support his development
requirement s. Java CoG Kit components related to Grid services do not provide a
simple one to one mapping between the C Globus and Java CoG Kit API. As a simple
example, in the Globus Toolkit on which we are building our prototypes, remote
computation management is handled via a procedural API and callbacks; in the Java
CoG Kit, the same functionality is provided via a job object and Java events. The
services and components within the CoG Kit belong in one of four groups each of
which contains a servicerelated implementations application portal and interfaces,
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advanced portal and Grid services, mapping and interfaces to basic Grid services, and
Grid Services.
The functionality of these Grid components enables mappings and interfaces to both
existing and new Grid services. These services build the basis for the development of
more advanced services and components. Additionally, we provide a simple set of
graphical components that we hope to extend with the input of the user community to
develop application portals. Thus, our bag of services can be reused to define
architectures based on the application domain. As an example we show in Figure 3 a
conceptual diagram for a Grid based computing portal developed with parts of the Java
CoG Kit. As the figure indicates services developed by other groups can be integrated
into the general portal architecture. Such services include collaborative session
management (e.g. for the Access Grid [1]), problem session management, and data
pedigree, data management and job management (e.g. by TENT [17]). We note that the
Grid services in the lowest level of Figure 4 are currently implemented in C, but in
principle there is no restriction that these services could not be provided in pure Java.
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Figure 4: The architecture of an application portal that can be developed with current
and future CoG Kit components. Additional components may also be provided by other
projects.
Dependencies on Grid Software and Services

Since much of the current Java CoG Kit implements a client-side solution for accessing
Grid services of the Globus Toolkit, Globus should be installed on the server to which
we want to connect. Nevertheless, for many applications it is possible to install just a
subset of Globus services as required by some applications. One can, for example, use
the LDAP browser for browsing the MDS without having to install the rest of Globus.
In future versions the dependency on the installation of the C Globus version will be
relaxed as more and more services are provided as pure Java implementation. We
emphasize that the client side of the Java CoG Kit is not dependent on any additional
services on the client side. Thus, the download of the jar file is sufficient if a Java
virtual machine is present.
Use of Grid software and Services

The Java CoG Kit monitors closely the development within the Globus project to assure
that a level of interoperability is maintained. The CoG Kit development team continues
to keep track of projects that reuse the Java CoG Kit and documents the requirements of
the community, in order to feed this information back to the Globus development team
and to develop new features within the Java CoG Kit.
Software Services not Supported by Other Grid Technologies

In addition to the already mentioned services, we provide services that use the Grid
Object Specification (GOS) as defined by the Grid Information Services Working
group of the Global Grid Forum [5]. A binding from GOS to the RFC2252 [58] also is
provided that can be used to create schemas for the Metacomputing Directory Service
[43] of the Globus project. Furthermore, we will define simple services using part of
the Java CoG Kit to perform the task of a portal to do job submissions and to coordinate
tasks via workflows. These examples can be used by the community to create more
sophisticated components by the community that we hope to integrate in an open source
distribution of the Java CoG Kit.
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Optional Components and Services Used by the Java CoG Kit

In addition to the components and services available or accessible through the Java
framework, we may use commodity technologies such as XML, Web servers, and Java
servlet engines. The use of these components depends on the application domain
reusing the Java CoG Kit. An additional useful service is the ability to use smart card or
Java iButton technology [10] to perform secure authentication with a possible multiple
credential store on a smart card or an iButton.
Impact on the GGF GCE Working Group

The Grid Computing Environments Working Group as part of the Global Grid Forum
[33] is exploring the possibility of creating easy to-use and transparent compute
environments. Since the goal of the Java CoG Kit is to provide middleware to design
such environments it all services and components of the Java CoG Kit clearly are
reusable by the GCE Working Group participants.
4.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We are designing the Java CoG Kit based on the usual software engineering practices
followed in the Java community.
Commodity Technologies and Software

We are using the Java framework delivered by Sun Microsystems. This includes JNDI,
which is included in the J2EE. We use XML parsers, iButtons libraries, and the IAIK
Security libraries to implement GSI over SSL. If desired, the creation of customized jar
files can be controlled via GNU autoconfigure [7] or ant [2], which is also available for
the Windows operating system. We use jUnit for the execution of simple tests for the
code. We note that not all technologies need be used to integrate the Java CoG Kit
within a users application framework; the user may collect the desired functionality,
thus determining the technologies used.
Current Products and Deliverables

The current deliverables of the Java CoG team are as follows:
1. An open source Java code mapping Grid functionality into the Java framework.
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2. An extensive set of documentation including a manual, documented examples,
and tutorials.
3. A distribution of the Java CoG Kit as source with a low overhead but flexible
configuration service to also create custom jar files.
4. A distribution of the Java CoG Kit as jar file with an easy installation service.
5. A gradual inclusion of new components and services as they become available.
Additionally, we have will provide
1. a jar file that includes a GOS conversion tool as part of the GGF requirement s
[34].
2. a service that performs the GOS conversion through a Web interface.
3. updates to the jar file distribution of the LDAP browser.
The LDAP browser can be freely used for educational purposes under proper
acknowledgment. This part of the Java CoG Kit is used over 1,600 times as part of
commercial licensing agreements.
Table 1: Classification of the Java CoG Kit classes to Grid services

Grid Service
Security

Resource Management /
Scheduling
Information Services

Data Transfer

Resource Management /
Quality of Service

Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Class Name
org.globus.security
org.globus.myproxy
org.globus.iButton
org.globus.rsl
org.globus.gram
org.globus.server.gram
org.globus.mds
org.globus.gos
org.globus.gosml
org.globus.mdsml (deprecated)
org.globus.io.gass
org.globus.io.ftp
org.globus.io.urlcopy
org.globus.gara
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Grid Services

Table 1 shows a simple classification between Grid services and the current list of
classes that are included in the beta release of the Java CoG Kit. We provide for each
class a short technical description of the library, comparing it with the C Globus
implementation. For more information we refer to the Web page [41]. Furthermore, we
have presented in [45], [46], and [44] selected examples for the usage of these classes.
GSI (org.globus.security)

This library is a partial implementation of GSI. It is fully compatible with Globus GSI
and can be used to write GSI-enabled clients and servers. It supports both host and
subject authorizations. It does not, however, implement the GAA or offer a GSS API
interface. Moreover, it currently does not support certificate revocation lists (CRL) and
does not check certificate extensions. One unique feature of the library is that it can
manage multiple credentials at the same time in the same process. Any library that uses
the Java GSI library can take advantage of this capability.
MyProxy (org.globus.myproxy)

This library provides the MyProxy client API in Java. It is fully compatible with the C
implementation of MyProxy. It allows for uploading the Globus credentials to a
MyProxy server, retrieving the stored credentials from the server, and destroying them.
The C Globus dis tribution does not include a corresponding library. In many cases
using iButton or smart card technologies are preferred and more desirable.
RSL (org.globus.rsl)

This library provides an API for creating, manipulating, and checking the validity of
RSL expressions. It also handles an XML-based RSL representation.
GRAM (org.globus.gram)

This library is a full implementation of the GRAM client API. It allows for submitting
and canceling of jobs, polling for job status, and sending signals to a job. The library
enables a user to ‘ping’ a gatekeeper to verify whether the user can authenticate to it. In
addition, this library allows for registering and unregistering of callback listeners that
listen for job status updates. The callbacks are implemented as Java eve nts. Beyond the
functionality of Globus, the Java GRAM API allows the specification of the security
delegation type to perform, either full or limited.
Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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MDS (org.globus.mds)

This library provides convenient APIs for accessing the MDS service. It allows for
querying the MDS and adding, modifying, or deleting MDS entries. The library is
based on the JNDI library and enables communication with the MDS over a SASL
interface (secure MDS) from both JNDI and the Netscape Directory SDK.
MDSML (org.globus.mdsml)

This library provides an API for converting various schemas to and from the
MDSMLv1 format. For example, an MDSML document can be translated into the
LDAPv3 schema format or DSML. Work has already been approved for, among other
related activities, upgrading this library to conform to the MDSMLv2 specification. The
C Globus distribution does not include a corresponding library. This class will be
deprecated shortly in favour of the development of gosML together with the GGF. We
will keep the code for MDSML in our distribution to provide backwards compatibility
but will offer limited support.
GASS (org.globus.io.gass)

This library provides client and server GASS functionality. Java GASS implementation
is fully compatible with Globus GASS. It allows, for example, a Java GASS client to
connect and transfer a file from a Globus GASS server; or a Globus GASS client to
connect and transfer a file from a Java GASS server. The Java GASS client provides
the file-access API, while the Java GASS server provides the ‘server-ez’ API. Java
CoG Kit does not support the cache management functionality at this point; nor does it
follow the full client and server C API.
GSIFTP (org.globus.io.ftp)

This library provides a client API for accessing and transferring files from GSI-enabled
FTP servers. It provides all the common FTP commands as methods, implements more
advanced functionality such as recursive file transfers (transferring of entire
directories), and supports third-party transfers. It does not, however, support any other
advanced GridFTP functionality at this point.
UrlCopy (org.globus.io.urlcopy)

This library provides a simple API for transferring a file from one location to another.
The locations are specified as URLs, and any combination of the following protocols is
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supported: HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, GSIFTP, and FILE. Also, third party transfers can be
initialized between any ftp servers that support that feature.
GARA (org.globus.gara)

This library is an implementation of the GARA reservation API in Java. It allows for
creating, cancelling, and modifying various types of reservations, including network,
CPU, and SGI graphics pipe reservations. It also allows for polling reservation status,
and for registering and unregistering callback listeners just as in the GRAM library.
The C Globus distribution does not include a corresponding library.
Table 2: Classification of the Java CoG Kit command line tools to Grid services

Grid Service

Command Line Tool

Security

grid-proxy- init
grid-proxy-destroy
grid-cert- info
grid-change-pass-phrase
myproxy (1)
visual- grid-proxy- init (2) (3)
visual- myproxy- init (1) (2) (3)
Globusrun
GramMultiJobRequest (3)
grid- info-search
mdsml-converter
gos-converter
globus-url-copy
globus-gass-server
globus-gass-server-shutdown

Resource Management /
Scheduling
Information Services

Data Transfer

Resource Management /
Quality of Service
(1) myProxy is a package that is supplied outside of Globus. If possible the use of
iButtons or smart cards is preferred.
(2) graphical compone nts
(3) not provided by C Globus
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GUI Components and Grid Services and Tools

The Java CoG Kit contains a set of graphical components that demonstrate the kits
usability as a foundation for graphical Grid applications and that provide a convenient
interface to low- level Grid client tools. Table 3 summarizes the available components.
Configuration Wizard

The Configuration Wizard provides the user with a uniform way of configuring the
Java CoG Kit. We note that the configuration process is rather trivial, however, and can
easily be done manually.
Grid Proxy Init

The Grid Proxy Init component provides a visual interface for creating Globus proxies
(see visual-grid-proxy- init).
MyProxy

This component is used to manage proxies on the MyProxy Servers.
GridDesktop

The Grid Desktop is a next-generation portal application that demonstrates the benefits
of Java, the Grid, and Web-based portals. Currently, this component is implemented as
an application. This component can also be used to demonstrate the integration of
drag- n-drop functionality into Grid applications.
MDS Components

These components are simple examples and can be used to develop more sophisticated
components.
GARA Workbench

This application provides a simple user interface for managing network reservations. It
has been shown as a demo at SC2000 [12].
Other Features

Other implementation related features of the Java CoG Kit includes firewall support
with the ability to set the port ranges for machines behind firewalls or NAT servers. To
increase the performance of the authentication process on Linux machines, one can use
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the /dev/urandom device to create the necessary random numbers for faster seed
generation as needed by the GSI library implementation.
5.

FUTURE WORK

Java Gram Service

One of the additional features we planed for the Java CoG Kit is a pure Java service
that provides the ability to submit RSL strings to this service and execute them in a
fashion similar to that of the C Globus GRAM service. The implementation of such a
service is based on a generalized multithreaded server. This server, originally used to
implement the GASS server provided by the Java CoG Kit, can be reused to implement
the GRAM server, because the object oriented design means that the protocol used on
the incoming socket connection can be changed easily. Internally, we distinguish the
following components (Figure 5). A multithreaded gatekeeper accepts incoming
connections from the client software. The RSL string part of the me ssage gets
interpreted, and a job manager gets started that works as proxy between the client and
the environment executing the job. If the job specifies an executable it gets executed
through the Java Runtime.exec() call. The I/O can be appropriately redirected to and
from the client dependent on the specification within the RSL string. The gatekeeper
and the job manager log their state changes into a log file in order to provide
accounting information. Besides the execution of executables for the specified
operating system, we can also execute signed and unsigned Java programs submitted as
jar files as part of our GRAM server. The GRAM server can be configured in one of
two ways: the program associated job manager gets executed in the same virtual
machine as the gatekeeper, or each job manager gets executed in an own virtual
machine (Figure 6). We are currently experimenting with these setups to provide a
performance vs. security level ability that will be beneficial once we have integrated the
Globus map file mechanism. In contrast to the current C Globus GRAM service, we are
also investigating the support of the gsiftp protocol as part of the service. This will
enable us to use gsiftp as part of the redirection capabilities for I/O; the GRAM service
uses GSI for authentication.
The reasons for the developing such a GRAM service are manifold. First, it is possible
to develop a service similar to seti@home [16], but with the advantage that applications
can be augmented with the usual Java properties to enable secure access within the Java
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Figure 5: Overview of the components constituting the pure Java GRAM service.
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Figure 6: The GRAM service can be started either within the same JVM or within a different one to
increase fault tolerance and security.
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sandbox model. Thus, Java provides implicitly an additional security service for
building aggregations of compute services. This service together with the MDS can be
used to build a virtual community. The model to describe this community is built on
two roles: compute providers and compute consumers. The providers register their
resources with the virtual organization, and the consumers register their tasks through
the submission of jar files and meta-information about the job. A broker (based, for
example, on Condor matchmaking) could provide for an easy assignment of jobs to the
resources. Although many other use models are possible, we have chosen this model
because of its well-known characteristics within the Grid community.
6.

CONCLUSION

Commodity distributed-computing technologies enable the rapid construction of
sophisticated client-server applications. Grid technologies provide advanced network
services for large-scale, wide area, multi- institutional environments and for applications
that require the coordinated use of multiple resources. In the Commodity Grid project,
we bridge these two worlds so as to enable advanced applications that can benefit from
both Grid services and sophisticated commodity development environments.
The Java Commodity Grid Project is creating such a bridge for the Java framework. We
provide an elementary set of classes that allow the Java programmer to access basic
Grid services, as well as enhanced services suitable for the definition of desktop
problem solving environments.

The Java CoG Kit is available as a beta version from the CoG Kit Web pages [41]. It
has already received considerable testing by external projects. The CoG Kit project
will provide additional services for development of Grid applications. These additional
Java CoG Kit components will be released gradually while adhering to quality control
standards. Some components described in this paper are not officially released yet. For
up-to-date release notes, readers should refer to the Web page at
http://www.globus.org/cog. New releases are announced to the mailing list at cognews@globus.org.
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Our future work will involve the integration of more advanced services into the Java
CoG Kit and the creation of other CoG Kits, with CORBA and Python being short-term
priorities. We hope to gain a better understanding of where changes to commodity or
Grid technologies can facilitate interoperability and of how commodity technologies
can be exploited in Grid environments.
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